ENTRIES INCOMPLETE FOR SATURDAY'S MEET

INDICATIONS, HOWEVER, ARE FOR BIG GATHERING

High School Athletes Will Be Here in Great Numbers, According to Prediction

As yet, outside of the usual invita-
tions, the announcements most vital to
be held on Iowa field Saturday are incomplete. Only thirteen
schools have been heard from. In-
formations are that more than twenty
will be scheduled, however, with a total of more than thirty athletes.

The largest event will come from the Iowa City high school, with each city as Cedar Rapids, Oskar-
port, Burlington, Davenport, and Le-
mar. Martins and Muscatineville are
also sending large delegations.

The entries received so far are as follows:

Ralph of HALF-MILE, Lecler, broad
Jump, Lighter, mile; Graham, shot-
pit, weight, 440 dash; half-mile relay, Grahm and White.

Dumars--Half-mile, Collins; and Collins
park, 440 yard dash, Brooks, Michael, Zin-
noden; mile run, Cossins, Collins; 220 dash, Brooks, Michael; mile
run; high jump, Brooks; shot, Michel, Ascil, Brooks, Zinnoden, Collin-
son, Collins. 

Collins--Half-mile, Franklin, Frank, Aracit,
Yuell; broad jump, Beals, Groat, Hunte.
100 dash, Powers, Beals; 220 dash, Par-
er; 220 yard dash, Brooks, hand;
hand, Hance, Bailey; 440 dash, Powers, Pak.
Park, Mark; high jump, Grop, Pott;
Roger; sprints, Rither, Park.

Beals, Park, Graft; turn, Brooks, hand; 220
yard dash, Beals, Brooks; half-
marathon, Hance, Bailey; 440 dash, Pak.
Park, Mark; high jump, Grop, Pott;
Roger; sprints, Rither, Park.

Davenport--100 meter dash, Park, Graft;
Park, Beals, 220 yard dash, Brooks, hand;
hand, Hance, Bailey; 440 dash, Pak.
Park, Mark; high jump, Grop, Pott;
Roger; sprints, Rither, Park.

Pompey--Half-mile, Blake; broad
jump, Taylor, Quina; 100 dash, shouts, Quina; 220 dash, Taylor, Quina;
220 yard dash, Stewart, Quina; high
jump, Stewart, Taylor; shot, Taylor;
Taylor, Quina; discus, Quina; discus,
Taylor, Quina.

Postville--Half-mile, Heli, mile, Cyrus,
Goor. 

Kossuth--100 dash, Heizer, Bobevy;
Lebanon, 220 yard dash, Heizer,
Bobevy, Robert, shot, Bobevy.

Hamlen--100 dash, Heizer, Bobevy;
Lebanon, Robert, shot, Bobevy.

Hamlen--100 dash, Heizer, Bobevy;
Lebanon, Robert, shot, Bobevy.

Hamlen--100 dash, Heizer, Bobevy;
Lebanon, Robert, shot, Bobevy.

Hamlen--100 dash, Heizer, Bobevy;
Lebanon, Robert, shot, Bobevy.

Hamlen--100 dash, Heizer, Bobevy;
Lebanon, Robert, shot, Bobevy.

Hamlen--100 dash, Heizer, Bobevy;
Lebanon, Robert, shot, Bobevy.

Hamlen--100 dash, Heizer, Bobevy;
Lebanon, Robert, shot, Bobevy.
It is about time to think about that Commencement Gift you should have made, and we are prepared to show you a fine assortment of ideal gifts.

**GEORGE & McCHESNEY**

**THE PURE FOOD EMPORIUM**
6 and 8 South Dubuque Street.

**DRESS UP MEN!**

Clothes don't make the man, but they half true. Neither does paint make the picture, but would the picture without the paint? The world gives immediate respect to the well-dressed man. The well-dressed man respects himself. He is glad he is alive. Therefore others stamp him O.K. Dress a man in trim clothes, he looks down. Dress him in gentlemen's clothes and he looks up.

Max Mayer's Clothes of Character for Spring are Gentlemen's clothes. They are the clothes you should buy because:

They have been carefully selected from the best of the famous Stein-Bloch and College brands.

They have been designed and tailored especially for young men—Men who know and care.

These garments will retain the distinctive character—their perfect shape—long as you will wear them you can get more value for your money and more satisfaction than anywhere in the state.

$15.50 and $15.00 Suits
At $15.50 and $15.00 you can get a hand tailored suit that will keep its shape. Many patterns in gray, tan and blue.

$20 and $22.50 Suits
At $20.00, $22.50 and $25.00 you will get your choice of the finest imported and domestic woolens, and the highest grade of custom tailoring.

$25 Suits
Finely tailored suits, beautiful, distinctive woolens in purple, tan, and gray. When you stand before the mirror in one of these perfect fitting garments you will feel sure that the price is $25.
The Greatest Reduction Sale of All Sales
Will Continue Another Few Days

Our stock is being reduced fast, so if you ever expect to buy clothes, and want the best ever sold in Iowa at the price it will pay you to take advantage of this sale, for never again will you have such an opportunity.

FOR MEN

"Extra Trousers Free"

25 Per Cent Reduction.
Suit.

Suits All Pure Wool.

$20.00 reduced to $15.00
$25.00 reduced to $18.75
$30.00 reduced to $22.50
$35.00 reduced to $27.25
$40.00 reduced to $30.00

All Pure Wool.
$15.00 up, and we give you the extra

pair trousers free.

Trousers, $5.00 up.

We show more woolens than all other Tailors and Ready Made Stores combined.

All garments cut and tailored to your order and individual measure, and must satisfy in every respect or need not be accepted—or a penny paid.

Six day schedule delivery guaranteed.

FOR WOMEN

Suit.

$20.00 reduced to $15.00
$25.00 reduced to $18.75
$30.00 reduced to $22.50
$35.00 reduced to $27.25
$40.00 reduced to $30.00

All Pure Wool.

$15.00 up, and we give you the extra

pair trousers free. In fact, all suits, coats, dresses and skirts reduced 25% from even our form-

Overcoats, $15.00 up.

Price, $5.00 up.

This is certainly your grand opportunity to

Pay Less But Dress Better

Come in and see for yourself. We will not insist on your buying but will leave the bargain question all to you.

Tailors For Men and Women

SHAFER & CO.

128 S. Clinton

Street

Iowa City, la.